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Tips for the Modern Day Library:
PRIVATE/ALONE
Individual spaces should accommodate focused work,
user well-being and security of personal items.

What do you picture when you think of libraries? Rows of
shelving laden with books? Quiet reading nooks? A severe
looking librarian hushing you for the slightest sound? Today
libraries like these exist only in Hollywood films.
The role of libraries has been changing over the years
and have become a much more important community
hub. Libraries focuses are less on books and more about
gathering spaces, research and study space as well as
community involvement.
As libraries have evolved into flexible spaces it only makes
sense than that they have flexible furniture.

•
•
•
•

Provide enclosed spaces for visual privacy
Support the need for focus and concentration by
minimizing distractions
temporary space ownership
fill the need for short and long term use of space
and privacy

PUBLIC/ALONE
Individuals want to work in the social company of
others, provide a variety of open spaces.
•
•
•

Support the needs for both social connection and
focused work
ergonomic support for short and long term use
access to dedicated computer stations

PUBLIC/TOGETHER
Create space that are flexible for user who do group
work in an open setting to stay socially connected to
others. Adaptable gathering spaces to accommodate
any event.
•
•
•

create multi-purpose, flexible space to suite any
function
remove barriers between student and staff
touchdown spaces for collaboration

PUBLIC/PRIVATE
Collaborative spaces should support different meeting
modes and project teams. Classroom settings should
support active learning, computing and distance
learning with simple transitions.
• accommodate multiple meeting modes
• flexible, customizable space to meet the needs of
collaboration, privacy and ergonomics
• support a variety of activities

When designing or retrofitting library spaces, consider the entire space and keep adjacencies at the
forefront. Each area should be supported both
independently and as a whole to maintain the flow
of the whole space. Recognize the need for both
acoustic and visual privacy.

Private/Alone
Space dedicated for the individual user; to support
a variety of focused work including: study, research,
projects, etc. Consider support for secure personal
storage and a variety of work tools for both short
and long term use.
Public/Alone
Open setting for independent work in the social
company of others. Support focused work in an
open space. Offer flexible and ergonomic solutions
for short and long term use.
Public/Together
Create high adaptable gathering spaces for
multipurpose functions. Support touchdown
meetings and collaborative activities between
teachers and students.
Private/Together
The modern day library should accommodate a
variety of uses such as active learning, computing
and distance learning. Support various meeting
type for large and small groups.

FUSED

FORESIGHT

Despite the emphasis on collaboration and group work, the need for focused independent
work stations is still prevalent. The FUSED blocks distractions and the height adjustable work
surface will keep people moving during short or long study. Add acrylic panel extenders for
additional protection while maintaining sight-lines within the space - panel extenders also
available in ezoBord for acoustic privacy.

Many prefer to work alone, in the social company of others. The FORESIGHT can take on
different configurations, including a classroom settings. The station creates individual work
space while still being able to see and communicate with others. Optional tasks lights allows
users to have some level of control of their own space. Create private individual workspace or
test taking stations with sound absorbing privacy panels.

RENDEZVOUS

DOS

Create space for users to spread out and work together, the Rendezvous provides privacy and
can be equipped with monitors to aid in collaboration. Soft seating provides comfort for long
study sessions. Easily reconfigure into one large meeting booth or a more intimate meeting
space.

A flexible space fro social breaks, group touchdown and individual study. With the back drop
down wall this 2 seater booth becomes a space for larger groups, add the optional pull-out
work surface to add a third person. Soft seating provides comfort for long study sessions. The
back wall can also be set up as a table allowing for 2 more users/ station or, have a “booth” for
8 - 10 people when stations are pushed together.

SHAPE

SHIFT

Ergonomic stations for short and long term compute work. Easily transition from sit to stand
with height adjustable comfort. Create visual and acoustic privacy with acoustic privacy
panels. Flip top surfaces in whiteboard finish can be used in lectures and class settings.

A clean, minimal station with plenty of workspace for any kind of project. Panel walls
create visual privacy while still having social proximity to others. Add acrylic panel
extenders for additional protection while maintaining sight-lines within the space panel extenders also available in ezoBord for acoustic privacy.

FLIP

UNIFY

Quickly transition from focused independent study, to collaborative work with the simple flip
of a station. Study carrel is equipped with acoustic panels to crate a truly focused station. Flip
down the station for ample workspace for group projects.

A simple solution for group projects or tutor sessions. Break down the barriers between
student and teacher with this collaborative solution. Tables can be reconfigured to suit any
occasion.

Features and Benefits
• Stations are shipped on 650 lbs ball-bearing casters which can traverse almost any surface
including asphalt and easily rolls over floor transitions
• Engineered to be set up and taken down multiple times without degradation to parts and
pieces
• For lectures, guest speakers, author signings and more - reconfigure your space in minutes
with stations that can fold to 15% of their size and rolled into storage space
• Add additional privacy and security to stations with privacy panels in either acrylic or sound
absorbing ezoBord
• Mobile walls can also be used to separate spaces and stations while also doubling as a
writable surface with whiteboard panels
• All surfaces can be easily wiped down with Lysol or soap and water as many times a day as
necessary without degradation to material

